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Microflex™ Scale
Systems

When extreme precision is a must, top racing teams, technical 
inspectors, and OEM car manufacturers turn to Microflex™ 
Scale Systems. Featuring an industry-leading four load cells 
per pad, these wireless scale systems provide the utmost in 
precision weighing, an increased pad and system capacity, and 
the lowest deflection pads available.

Microflex™ Scale Systems are the top choice for championship-
winning race teams, technical inspectors, and OEM’s.

Joe Gibbs Racing uses Microflex™ Scale Systems at the shop and 
at the track as part of their championship-winning race program.

• ApplicAtion note •

Microflex™ - Chosen by Top Teams, 
Sanctioning Bodies, & OEM’s

“Without the Microflex scale system at the track and 
at the shop, chassis setup would be unimaginable,” 
said Joey Fellores of Joe Gibbs Racing, “With the 
precision 4 load cell system, we can gain the accuracy 
and repeatability that it takes to win a championship.”

The four load cell construction results in higher capacities while 
maintaining the same precision and accuracy people have come to 
expect from Intercomp, making these scales a popular choice for 
pull down rigs and other applications requiring a higher amount 
of weight capacity. These scales also tout virtually zero deflection 
no matter where they tire is touching, for extremely repeatable 
weight readings across the entire face of the scale; even with large 
amounts of camber and caster.

On top of increased capacity and ultra-low deflection, Microflex 
scales harness the proven power of RFX™ Wireless Weighing 
to deliver weight readings and percentages without cables or 
wires directly to a wireless indicator or computer. And with 
the iRaceWeigh™ Module, users can control scales and get 
their weights directly on an iPhone®, iPad®, iPod Touch® or any 
smartphone or tablet for Android ™.

“Besides the quality of the Microflex scale system, you don’t have 
any cords laying on the ground. Having the wireless feature allows 
us to make changes quicker and more efficient than in the years 
past,” added Fellores.

To learn more about Microflex™ Scale Systems, visit 
IntercompRacing.com or call Intercomp at 763-476-2531.


